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Neighbors West-Northwest
Background Narrative ~ ONI BAC November 13, 2006
Mission and Organization
The mission of the Neighbors West-Northwest Coalition of ten neighborhood associations is to
serve the constituent neighborhood associations with organizational support, and to assist
community members in providing input on public policy matters and in developing connections
between neighbors.
The NWNW Review Board consists of representatives of the member neighborhoods. The
board’s main role is to manage coalition staff and programs, and provide a forum for the
constituent neighborhood associations to exchange information and develop joint activities and
projects. The individual character and views of the member neighborhoods are fully respected:
the coalition may only advocate on public policy matters when all member neighborhoods are in
agreement.
Work Focus & Funding
The major work focus of the Coalition office is providing information & referral and professional
assistance to neighbors and neighborhood associations. These services are outlined on the
accompanying brochure. ONI funding covers 2.6 FTE, basic office infrastructure, and small
communications allowances to neighborhoods. The remaining 5% of the budget is raised by the
Coalition: the majority of this money supplements the same work focus as the ONI funding.
Update on Additional FY 2006-2007 Funding
The additional dollars for communications will be allotted at $1000 per neighborhood to support
communication and outreach projects, which will be developed with the assistance of coalition
staff. These projects will focus on increasing membership, and outreach to underserved
populations, and have already inspired renewed outreach planning by the member
neighborhood associations.
The additional support funds have been set aside to cover insurance expenses.
In an ideal world, the coalition could use:
• Direct funding support to neighborhood associations
• Funding adequate to meet the needs of our geographic area for outreach to community
groups and populations not currently involved in or partnered with the neighborhood
associations
• Staff to develop connections and partnerships among neighborhoods and diverse
communities
• Competitive wages and benefits to attract, promote and retain professional staff

